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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Graphene Device Fabrication and Applications in Communication Systems

by

Guanxiong Liu

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, June 2012
Professor Alexander A. Balandin, Chairperson
High carrier mobility, saturation velocity and thermal conductivity make graphene a
promising material for high-frequency, analog and communication applications. The
ambipolar properties of graphene provide opportunities for increased functionality in
unconventional circuit architectures. In this dissertation, I describe the fabrication process
of graphene devices, including the optical and Raman spectroscopic characterization and
electron-beam lithography. The different electrical characteristics of the single-layer and
bilayer graphene field-effect devices reflect differences in the electron band structures of
the two systems. The fabricated graphene transistors have been used to design and
experimentally demonstrate electronic circuits with communication functionalities such
as phase-shift keying, frequency-shift keying and phase detection. Compared with
conventional semiconductor electronic designs based on multiple unipolar transistors, the
demonstrated graphene amplifiers and phase detectors have advantage of a simplified
viii

structure. An important issue for high-frequency and analog applications is the lowfrequency noise, which up-converts and contributes to the phase noise of the systems. It
was found that the low-frequency noise in graphene devices is dominated by 1/f noise in
the frequency range from 1 Hz to 100 kHz (f is the frequency). The device exposure to
different gases results in appearance of characteristic peaks in the noise spectral density.
The latter can be utilized for selective gas sensing with graphene. The metal-graphene
contact contributions to the 1/f noise can be strongly reduced via the use of the graded
thickness graphene channels in the device structure. I have also investigated a possibility
of tuning graphene properties via controllable exposure to the low-energy electron-beam
irradiation. It was found that the charge neutrality point and resistivity can be tuned over
a wide range of values. The obtained results are important for the proposed applications
of graphene in analog electronics, communications and sensors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in honeycomb lattice, is
probably the most discussed new material ever since its experimental discovery in
2004 [1]. Its giant carrier mobility [2], large thermal conductivity [3] and extreme
thickness of only one atomic layer, as well as high intrinsic mechanical strength [4]
make it very interesting among many fields such as physics, chemistry, materials and
electrical engineering. The theoretical investigations of graphene, about half-century
ahead of its experimental demonstration, were conducted to understand the electronic
properties of graphite[5, 6], which is an important material for nuclear reaction. It had
been predicted thermodynamically unstable due to the pure two dimension crystal
structure [7, 8] and should not exist in real world. However, this exiting material has
been experimentally discovered in 2004 by a very rudimentary but robust method of
using adhesive tape [1]. Since graphene produced by this method is boned to a
substrate, it is not contradicted to the thermodynamics argument of 2D crystals [9, 10].
Ever since the exploration of the excellent properties of graphene, numerous novel
applications have been demonstrated based on graphene, such as high speed
electronics [11, 12], thermal management [13], mechanical oscillator [14], as well as
graphene sensors [15]. The first graphene production was made by exfoliating
1

graphite by adhesive tape [1]. The chemical methods, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) [16] and epitaxail growth method [17], had been invented to growth high
quality and large scale graphene. Yet, the simplest method, exfoliation mean, still
provides better graphene than the other two methods.

1.2 Overview
In chapter 2, the graphene device fabrication processes are described in details. Both
back-gate and top-gate devices are included. In chapter 3, electrical measurement and
results on single layer garphene and bilayer graphene transistors are discussed in
depth. Chapter 4 presents the application of graphene in analog communication
systems. We experimentally demonstrate functionalities of phase shift keying,
frequency shift keying and phase detector. Chapter 5 discusses the low-frequency
noise in graphene, which is an important issue for device working in analog systems.
Chapter 6 presents the study of tuning graphene electrical and material properties by
means of electron beam irradiation. Chapter 7 is the summary.
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Chapter 2
Graphene Device Fabrications
2.1 Graphene Samples Preparation
We use mechanical exfoliation method to produce graphene. The fabrication
starts with peeling graphite from bulk material HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic
graphite) by adhesive tape, and then the tape are gently scrubbed onto a SiO2 substrate.
The thickness of the SiO2 has to be carefully selected in order to have good optical
contrast of graphene, so that we can see this atomic thin material under the optical
microscope [1]. We choose the substrate with 300 nm SiO2. A typical optical image is
shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Optical image of graphene on SiO2 substrate. The light blue ribbon in the center is
single layer graphene. The scale bar is 3 μm.

This method yields good quality of graphene that can be validated by Raman
spectroscopy. The amount of defects in crystal material is a significant issue. As the
defect in a pure crystal has a different dispersion relation, a distinctive peak will
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appear on the Raman spectrum. In graphene, a D peak at 1350 cm-1 characterizes the
defects in this sp2 carbon. Fig. 2.2 shows the Raman spectrum of a SLG and BLG.
Note that the absence of D peak in both spectrum. Another important reason of using
Raman to characterize graphene is that this technique can distinguish the number of
layers of graphene through de-convolution method of 2D band. In SLG, the 2D band
(2700 cm-1) can be fitted by only one elementary Lorenzian peak, where in BLG this
band needs 4 Lorenzian peaks to fit [2, 3]. Meanwhile, the intensity ratio of 2D band
over G peak (1580 cm-1) for SLG is about 3-4, which is much larger than the ratio of
BLG with about 1.

Raman Spectrum of Single layer and Bi-layer graphene

Intensity (Arb. Units)

Excitation laser wavelength=488 nm

D peak
position G peak
-1
1350 cm 1580 cm-1

2D band
-1
~2700 cm

Single layer graphene

Bi-layer graphene

1500

2600

2800

3000

-1

Raman Shift (cm )
Fig. 2.2. Raman spectra of single layer graphene (SLG) and bi-layer graphene (BLG). The
number of layer can be distinguished by de-convolution method. The 2D band of SLG can be
fitted by only one elementary Lorenzian peak, where the BLG needs four peaks to fit. Also
the intensity ration of 2D over G peak for SLG is much larger than BLG. Meanwhile, the
good crystal quality can be characterized by the absence of D peak at 1350 cm-1.
6

2.2 E-beam Lithography
E-beam Lithography (EBL) is a lithography process that uses a focused electron
beam to form patterns needed for material deposition on, or removal from the target
substrate. Comparing with optical lithography which uses UV light, EBL offers
higher patterning resolution because of the shorter wavelength possessed by the 10-50
keV electrons. The current technology allows a small-diameter focused beam of
electrons to scan over a surface, while the EBL system does not need masks to
perform its mask (unlike optical lithography, which uses photo-masks to project the
patterns). An EBL system simply “draws” the pattern over the resist coated wafer
using the electron beam. A typical EBL system consists of the following parts: 1) an
electron gun or electron source that supplies the electrons; 2) an electron column
using lenses and electrodes to “shapes” and focuses the electron beam; 3) a
mechanical stage that positions the wafer under the electron beam; and 5) a computer
system that controls the equipment.
Fig. 2.3 shows a typical EBL process from very beginning to final lift-off.
Electron beam resist Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), with high resolution, is spin
coated on the sample surface. Then e-beam expose the selected area, making the
exposed area is soluble in the developer solution. After development, electron beam
evaporator is used to deposit a layer of metal on the sample surface. Then lift-off is
performed to remove the unexposed PMMA together with metal on it and leave the
designed pattern filled with metal.
7

Fig. 2.3 The process of a typical electron beam lithography. The e-beam resist PMMA is
coated on the substrate. E-beam writes on the designed region to expose the PMMA. The
irradiated PMMA will be dissolved in the developer and then followed by metal deposition.
Lift-off process will remove the metal on un-exposed PMMA and leave the designed pattern
with metal.

Since the exfoliated graphene flakes have random location on the substrate, we
will need to fabricate alignment marks close to the graphene flakes, which help the
electrodes and other patterns to be located accurate on the desired location. Fig. 2.4 is
the optical image of a typical graphene device.

2.3 Dual-Gate Graphene Field Effect Transistors
In order to make graphene devices to work in a similar way such as MOSFET,
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we need to make top-gate graphene devices. Since we always have the back-gate, an
additional gate will make the device a dual-gate device. The key challenge here is to
make good quality top-gate oxide with low gate leakage current and the method by
which oxide is deposit does not introduce substantial defects to the graphene.

Fig. 2.4. Optical image of a typical graphene device made by EBL. The bluish color flake is
graphene. The scale bar is 3 μm.

There are several methods of gate oxide deposition, such as PECVD, E-beam
evaporation, atomic layer deposition (ALD), etc. PECVD requires plasma involved in
the deposition process, however, plasma enhanced gases molecule will attack
graphene surface and even remove it. E-beam evaporation needs to reach a very low
pressure (10-9 torr) to get a high quality of oxide. In contrast, ALD does not needs that
9

high vacuum and the process will not generate energetic molecules, which is perfect
for making top gate oxide for graphene.
However, the high quality clean graphene surface is hydrophobic, forbidden the
direct ALD growth. A seeding layer that can help the following layer to grow uniform
oxide is needed to coat on graphene. We here choose to deposit a thin layer of
aluminum with 2 nm, and this aluminum can easily get oxidized in air so that it would
not short the graphene channel, and this oxidized aluminum can provide a good
surface for the next step of ALD [4]. The dual-gate graphene device fabrication is
illustrated in the Fig. 2.5. The quality of this oxide stacking layer is proved by the
very small gate leakage current and decent graphene device mobility.

Fig. 2.5. Fabrication process of dual-gate graphene device. (a) Identify graphene flake on
SiO2 substrate. (b) Make source/drain contact by EBL and evaporation, the metal we use is
Ti/Au (6/60 nm). (c) Deposit a thin layer of Al (2 nm) by evaporation, and store in air for
self-oxidation. (d) Grow ALD oxide at low temperature 110°C. (e) Make gate electrode by
EBL and evaporation.
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Fig. 2.6. (a) SEM image and (b) optical image of dual-gate graphene device. Scale bar is 1
μm.

2.4 Etching Graphene
Exfoliated graphene often has random shape as we transfer them on the substrate.
When we want to study a regular shape or sometimes a specific designed shape, we
need to pattern the graphene, and etch the excessive portion. This can be done by
using EBL to draw a mask pattern and then use Oxygen Plasma to remove the
uncovered regions.
We use reactive ion etching (RIE) tools to perform the graphene etching, the
recipe is listed in below table. The etching speed of graphene is actually very fast
considering the thickness is only 0.34 nm. It usually takes 6-8 sec to remove one layer
using our recipe. The PMMA mask turns out to protect the un-exposed graphene very
well. Fig. 7 shows the etching results that patterns a graphene flake into UCR logo
and Nano-Device Laboratory logo.

11

RIE r.f. power
O2 flow rate
Pressure
Time
Mask

50 W
50 sccm
30 mTorr
6-8 sec/layer
PMMA

Table 2.1. Oxygen Plasma etching recipe for etching graphene.

Fig. 2.7. Etching graphene into the pattern of Nano-Device Laboratory logo and UCR logo.
The dark color regions are graphene and the light color is the substrate. The scale bar is 2μm.
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Chapter 3
Electrical Characterization Graphene Devices
3.1 Electrical Measurement of Back-Gate Graphene Device
Graphene is a very good conducting material considering its single atomic layer
thickness. The sheet resistance at low temperature is around the 6.4 KΩ. What’s more
interesting is that the conductivity can be tuned by changing the Fermi level of
graphene. Due to the linear dispersion E-k (energy-momentum) relationship, lifting
(lowering) the Fermi energy in conduction (valence) band can increases the
concentration of electron (hole), and thus increases the conductance of graphene. The
Fermi level tuning is carried out by changing the gate voltage. Fig. 3.1 (a) shows an
electrical measurement biasing condition of graphene back-gate device. The source is
grounded and VDS is applied on the drain. The VBG is applied on the heavily doped
silicon substrate which is used as a gate. Fig. 3.1 (b) shows a typical electrical result
of transfer characteristics (IDS-VBG) of SLG back-gate device measured at room
temperature. When fixing the VDS, electrical current IDS is recorded at different VBG
sweeping from -40V to 40V. Note that around zero back-gate voltage, the resistivity
or sheet resistance for a 2D material, reach its maximum value at the charge neutrality
point (Dirac point) with RCNP=4 KΩ. This is because of the Fermi level is in line with
the Dirac cone where the conduction band and valence band meet. This point has the
minimum carrier (electron or hole) concentration. The RCNP at room temperature is
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smaller than at low temperature, which is due to the thermally excited carrier that can
be frozen out at several Kelvin condition.

(a)

(b) 50
40

IDS (μA)

30
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Schematics of electrical measurement of back-gate graphene device. (b) Typical
IDS-VBG curve of SLG device with mobility as high as 6900 cm2/Vs. The inset shows the
optical image of this device.

As the gate voltage increases, the conductance of the graphene increases as
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expected. According to Drude model σ=μne, if we have the value for carrier
concentration and the conductance, we can estimated the carrier mobility of graphene.
The carriers are induced by the back gate capacitor, which can be considered as the
parallel plate structure, cBG=εrε0/t. For our substrate of 300 nm SiO2, the cBG=
0.115×10-3 F/m2. The mobility can be expressed as μ=(L/W)gm/(cBGVDS), where gm is
the transconductance of the device. For this particular device shown in Fig. 3.1 (b),
the mobility is around 7000 cm2/Vs. A common range of our SLG devices under
ambient condition is 3000~10,000 cm2/Vs.
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Fig. 3.2. Typical transfer characteristics of BLG back-gate device. The inset shows the optical
image of the device.

For bilayer graphene (BLG), the electrical characteristic is different, especially in
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the vicinity of Driac point. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the BLG exhibits slowly increased
conductivity with increase of charge density comparing with SLG. The explanation is
that a band gap will be induced when a perpendicular electrical field is applied on the
BLG [1]. The carrier mobility of is lower comparing with SLG, usually below 2000
cm2/Vs.
It is worth to mention the theoretical work that developed for graphene and its
bi-layer counterpart by using tight-bonding approach [2]. For SLG, the Hamiltonian
that describes the electronic properties near the Fermi level can be approximated as
hv F (k x − ik y ) ⎞
0
⎛
⎟
H = ⎜⎜
⎟
h
v
k
ik
(
+
)
0
F
x
y
⎠
⎝

(1)

where k is the momentum and vF is the Fermi velocity, ћ is the reduced Plunk
constant. This Hamiltonian results in the Dirac-like linear dispersion relation between
energy and momentum, E=± ћvF|k| [3]. The positive and negative correspond to the
conduction band and valence band, respectively. When the two band meets, k=0,
meaning no band gap.
In BLG, considering the Bernal stacking order, there are four bands, two low
energy bands and two high energy bands. Considering the high energy band is about
0.3 eV higher than the low energy, which is usually difficult to active by the ~1012
cm2 density induced by back-gate, the transport is dominated by the low energy band.
The Hamiltonian of low energy can be expressed as [1]
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⎛
⎜
Δ
H =⎜
⎜ h2
(k x + ik y ) 2
⎜−
⎝ 2m

⎞
h2
(k x − ik y ) 2 ⎟
−
2m
⎟
⎟
−Δ
⎟
⎠

(2)

where Δ is the onset energy between the two layers. In absence of perpendicular
electrical field, Δ=0, the Hamiltonian reduced to a spectrum similar to SLG, but with
a parabolic dispersion relation E=±ћ2k2/2m. With an applied perpendicular E field,
Δ≠0, the band gap opens between conduction band and valence band. The band gap
size depends on the E field [3].

3.2 Electrical Measurement of Dual-Gate Single Layer Graphene Device
The thickness of SiO2 of typical back-gate graphene devices is about 300 nm,
which to some extent is required since it offers the best optical contrast for this atomic
thin material. However, this thickness is too big if we want to consider practical
applications, such as transistors. The modern MOSFET has the gate oxide with EOT
of a few nm [4]. We need to build dual-gate graphene devices with smaller thickness
of oxide to demonstrate practical applications with graphene transistors. On the other
hand, with an additional gate, we can bias the graphene under various conditions so
that see more interesting phenomenon.
The details of the dual-gate device fabrications are described in Chapter 2. Here
we show the IV characteristics of the dual-gate graphene device, where the top-gate
oxide is made of self oxidized AlOx, and ALD grown Al2O3. Fig. 3.3 shows the
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measurement schematics of the dual-gate graphene device.

Fig. 3.3. Schematics of electrical measurement of dual-gate graphene device. The back-gate
electrode can be used as an extra control node so that it can tune the transport independently
with the top-gate.

Fig. 3.4 (a) shows the transfer characteristics (IDS-VG) of the dual-gate SLG
device under different back-gate bias. The VDS is fixed at 0.1V during this
measurement. The inset pictures show the device before and after the top gate oxide
and gate electrode fabrication. This device has the source drain separation of 5.38 μm,
gate length 4.20μm and channel width 2.45 μm. The thickness of the oxide is about 23
nm. As shown in this figure that the CNP shifts to the negative voltage direction as
the back-gate bias changes from -40V to 40V. Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the CNP position as
a function of the VBG. CNP appears when the charge induced by the top-gate and
back-gate are canceled each other. Adopting the parallel plate capacitor model for
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both gates, cTG/ΔVTG=cBG/ΔVTG, the slop of the fitting line in Fig. 3.4 (b) is the ratio
of cBG/cTG. Since we know the cBG =0.115×10-3 F/m2, the cTG is 2.56×10-3 F/m2 [5, 6].
The current value at VTG=10V has large difference, owing to the back-gate effect on
the contact resistance and the access resistance. The as-fabricated dual-gate device is
usually n-type doped due to the Al doping. As the VBG changes from -40V to 40V, the
access resistance decreases. Since the SLG has no band gap and band structure also
does not influenced by the perpendicular electrical field, the conductance at the CNP
stays constant with different back-gate bias, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). Fig. 3.4 (b) inset
shows that the top-gate leakage is lower than 1 pA/μm2 within the range of -10V to
10V. This value indicated very good insulating quality of the gate oxide.
Fig.3.5 (a) shows the transfer characteristics as a function of back-gate voltage
under different top-gate bias. The IDS experiences two valleys as the VBG sweeps from
-70V to 40V [7, 8]. This phenomenon is also related to the access regions which are
not covered by the top-gate in graphene device. With different gate bias combinations,
the graphene channel experiences different states, such as p-p-p, i-p-i, n-p-n, n-i-n,
n-n-n, so that there are two local current minimums appearing as the VBG sweeps. n, p
and i here indicate n-type, p-type doping and intrinsic, respectively. It was also find
that, with large top-gate bias, VTG=-6V for example, a larger back-gate voltage is
needed to change from on state to the next one, so that it appeared a more pronounced
the “two valleys” effect. With small top-gate bias, this “two valleys” effect becomes
weaker.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) The current IDS as a function of top-gate VTG sweep under different back-gate VBG
bias. The shift of CNP with different VBG reflects the electrostatic relatioship between
top-gate capacitance and back-gate capacitance. The inset show the optical images of the
graphene device before and after the fabircation of top-gate oxide and electrode. (b) The
current IDS as a function of VBG sweep under different VTG bias.
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Fig. 3.5 (a) THe CNP position as a function of VBG. The slop of the linear fitting line indicates
the capacitance ratio of cBG to cTG. The inset shows the leakage current of the top-gate oxide,
which is below 1 pA/μm2 within the range of -10V to 10V. (b) The fitting results based on
the resistance model of graphene dual-gate transistor.
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The mobility of the device can be estimated from the following expression for
dual-gate graphene device, RDS=2RC+L/W/[μ×e×√(n02+ng2)], where RDS is the total
resistance, RC is the sum of contact resistance and access resistance, L is the gate
length, W is the channel width, μ is the mobility, e is the elementary charge, n0 is the
residue charge which is due to the impurity scattering and thermal emission, ng= |cTG
×(VTG-VTG-CNP)/e+ cBG×(VBG-VBG-CNP)/e|, cTG=2.56×10-3 F/m2 is top-gate capacitance
as extracted, cBG=0.115×10-3 F/m2 is back-gate capacitance, VTG-CNP (VBG-CNP)is the
charge neutrality point of top-gate (back-gate) voltage [9]. Fig 3.5 (b) shows the
fitting results under the condition of VBG=-40V using the model established above.
The extracted mobility is 1360 cm2/Vs, residue carrier concentration is 1.18×10-12 cm2
and the contact resistance is 390 Ω (contact resistivity ~1kΩ-μm).
The output characteristics (IDS-VDS) of graphene dual-gate transistor is also
measured and shown in Fig. 3.6. In the low-field case (small VDS), the SLG exhibits
linear relation of IDS-VDS, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). However, as we bias the graphene
device under the high-field condition with larger VDS (E~104 V/cm), the linear
relationship do not hold any more. Current saturation effect starts to appear around
VDS=1V, and even below with certain gate voltage, as shown in the Fig. 3.6 (b).
Saturation is important for analog applications, since it directly relates to the gain
of the transistors. The gain AV=gmRO, where gm is the transconductance and RO is the
output resistance. A larger gain is preferred, so as the RO. When saturation happens,
the IDS is less effected by the VDS, meaning the dynamic resistance is large.
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Fig. 3.6 (a) Low-bias (IDS-VDS) output characteristics of dual-gate SLG transistor. Linear
relation is observed under various gate voltage. (b) High-bias output characteristics of
dual-gate SLG transistor under different top-gate voltage at fixed back-gate VBG=40V.
Current saturation appears, especially at VTG=-3V. Another type of de-saturation IV curve
appears when VTG=-4V, showing the current saturates at certain value of VDS, but with VDS
increases, current becomes not saturates again.
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In conventional MOSFET, saturation happens when the VDS is large enough to
pinch-off the channel, so that the current do not increase much there after [10].
However, unlike the Si and other semiconductor material, there is no full saturation
happening on graphene. The reason is that graphene is a zero band gap material, and
the ambipolar property allows both electrons and holes to transport in the same
graphene flake [9]. Also, almost no energy loss when the transition from electron to
hole happens in graphene [11]. Therefore, no pinch-off happens on graphene, which
in turn results in no full current saturation. Nevertheless, certain level of saturation
still appears at high-field. For example, as Fig. 3.6 (b) shows, when VTG=-3V, the
differential resistance at high VDS is 20 times larger than at small VDS. Another type of
IV de-saturation curve appears on graphene dual-gate devices, such as the one when
VTG=-4V. The current saturates at certain value of VDS, but with VDS increases,
current becomes not saturates again.
Both the saturation and the de-saturation effects on graphene dual-gate device
can be explained by Fig. 3.7. The side-view of the graphene top-gate device is
sketched in Fig. 3.7 (a). Under certain gate bias and small VDS, the charge is
uniformly distributed across the channel, as shown in Fig. 3.7 (b), where pink color
represents p-type doping. As the VDS increases, the gate voltage on the drain side VGD
becomes substantially different with the source side VGS so that the charge
distribution is not uniform any more. If the source side is p-type doping, the drain side
is be much less p-type doped and even neutral, shown in dark region in Fig. 3.7 (c).
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The graphene channel now can be regards as two connecting channels with different
CNP point, where one is several volts smaller than the other. So the overall behavior
is that the CNP conductance valley becoming wider and shifting to the positive side as
the VDS increases, as shown in the experimental results Fig. 3.7 (d). As a result, a
region where many curves overlap each other appears. If we draw a vertical line “I”
(meaning at certain gate bias) on Fig. 3.7 (d) across this region, we will see very good
current saturation at this gate bias. Similarly, if we bias at a different gate voltage,
which is equivalent to draw another vertical line, for example line “II”, we see that
this line passes through a dense region and then entering a less dense region. This is
what happens when the de-saturation occurs. Note in Fig. 3.7 (d), the IDS-VGS are
measured under different VDS bias from 0.1V to 3.7V with 0.3V as step size. The
intersect points of any vertical line with the family of the IV curves can be regarded as
a linear sweep of IDS-VDS. When the VDS keeps increasing, the local gate bias at the
drain side could induce n-type doping. Since there is no band gap in graphene, the
transition of carrier from hole to electron happens with almost not energy loss. Hence
the pinch-off, which occurs in other semiconductors, such as Si, is not likely happens
in graphene.
Since the saturation is very important to the analog applications, and it is found
in graphene that the saturation is not as good as in other semiconductors, new designs
of device structure and operation ranges are needed to be explored.
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Fig. 3.7. Explanation of the saturation and de-saturation effects on graphene dual-gate devices.
(a) Schematic of graphene to-gate device. (b) Uniform charge distribution in graphene
channel when VDS is small. Pink color represents the p-type doping. (c) As the VDS increases
to a large enough value, the charge would not be distributed uniformly in the graphene
channel as the gate bias is different at different location of the channel. Dark color represents
the less p-type doping. (d) Experimental results of IDS-VGS under different VDS bias from 0.1V
to 3.7V with 0.3V as the step. The CNP position shifts to the positive side and the
conductance valley becomes wide as the VDS increases. Two vertical lines “I” and “II” across
the curves represent the cases of good current saturation and de-saturation.
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3.3 Electrical Measurement of Dual-Gate Biayer Graphene Device
Dual-gate BLG device is very interesting to study since the band structure is
parabolic instead of linear in SLG case. Moreover, a band gap can be induced by
applying a perpendicular electrical field in BLG system [12-16]. The device
fabrication process is the same as the SLG graphene device mentioned above. The
only difference here is that the oxide is HfO2 and self oxidized AlOx with total
thickness of ~13 nm. Fig. 3.8 shows the electrical measurement results. There are
several distinctive differences with SLG and one of the most interesting ones is the
induced band gap by perpendicular electrical field. As one can see in Fig. 3.8 (a), the
conductance at CNP experiences an evolution of increase and decrease as the
back-gate voltage changes from -70V to 50V. This is a direct result of band gap
induced in BLG system. The band gap induced by the E filed can be estimated by
RCNP∝exp(Eg/2kBT) at different gate bias [14, 16]. Since the ICNP is maximum when
VBG=-20V, it can be treated as no gap case. The induced band gap can be expressed as
Eg=2kBT×ln(RCNP(VBG)/RCNP(-20)), where is 26 meV at room temperature. At the
charge-neutrality condition, D≈εSiO2(VBG-VBG-CNP)/dSiO2, where εSiO2 (∼3.9) is the
dielectric constant of the back gate oxide, VBG-CNP is the Dirac offset voltage (-20 V
here), and dSiO2 (300 nm) is the thickness of the back gate oxide. Fig. 3.9 shows the
relation between average electical displacement Dave field and the induced band gap in
BLG device. With =0.9 V/nm, the band gap is about 35 meV. The inset shows the
RCNP as a function of back-gate voltage, comparable with results from others [14, 16].
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Fig. 3.8. Electrical characteristics of dual-gate BLG device. (a) IDS as a function of VTG under
different VBG bias. The IDS is not constant under different VBG indicating an E filed induced
band gap in BLG system. The conductance at high carrier concentration exhibits negative
transconductance behavior. (b) The charge neutrality point VTG-CNP as a function of VBG. The
slop reflects the capacitance ratio of of cTG/cBG=94.5.
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Fig. 3.11 (a) The carrier mobility as a function of VBG. The maximum value happens when the
gate induced band gap is zero, at VBG=-30~20V. With the increasing of the band gap,
mobility decreases. (b) The residue carrier concentration reflects the conductivity at the CNP,
which also related to the band gap. (c) The width normalized contact resistance decreases as
the back-gate voltage increases.
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The High filed measurement (larger VDS) is also conducted in BLG system.
Since the weak saturation effect in SLG is in part due to the absence of band gap, it is
expected that a more prominent saturation effect would be appear in BLG. However,
the saturation is also not strong in our BLG devices. This is probably because the
band gap induced is too small, shown in Fig. 3.10.
The carrier mobility of our BLG dual-gate devices is estimated by the same
method mentioned above for SLG dual-gate devices. The extraction of the top-gate
capacitance is by fitting the relation of the VTG-CNP with VBG, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b).
The slop indicates the capacitance ratio of cTG/cBG=94.5. The cTG is 10.87×10-3 F/m2,
considering the cBG is 0.115×10-3 F/m2. The dielectric constant εHfO2 is estimated to be
16, which is a reasonable value for low-temperature ALD grown HfO2 [9].
Since the band-gap induced by the gate voltage, the mobility is not a constant as
the back-gate bias changes. As one can see from the Fig. 3.11 (a), the mobility
reaches the maximum value around VBG=-20~-30V, this is the region where no
significant band gap created. With the back-gate voltage increasing (smaller than
-30V or larger than -20V), the mobility starts to decrease monotonically. This is
expected since the band gap would reduce the mobility. The residue concentration,
shown in Fig. 3.11(b), is directly related to the conductivity at the CNP. The
maximum value happens at the VBG=-20V, which consists with the results in Fig.
3.8(a). The contact resistance is represented with the width normalized unit, kΩ-μm,
same as the conventionally used unit for MOSFET. Since our devices have the
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channel region covered by the top-gate, the access region between the drain/source
and the edge of the top-gate is very small, <50nm, comparing with the μm scale
device channel. The contact resistance here should not include much of the access
resistance. Fig. 3.11(c) shows the contact resistance changes from 1.2 kΩ-μm to 0.2
kΩ-μm as the back-gate voltage sweeps from -70 to 50V.
Another interesting behavior on dual-gate BLG is the negative transconductance
with increasing of carrier density at very high carrier concentration n>1013 cm-2, as
shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). The conductivity of BLG reaches a maximum value and then
decreases with the increase of gate voltage. In the back-gate device, the maximum
carrier concentration induced by the back-gate voltage is usually less than 7.2×1012
cm-2, considering the conventionally used 300 nm SiO2 and common instrument limit
of 100V. With high-k dielectric material, HfO2 or Al2O3 as top-gate oxide, one can
reach a much higher carrier concentration of n>1013 cm-2. Owing to the high quality
of our dual-gate device, we can apply large gate voltage up to ±10 V even with gate
thickness of 13nm. As mentioned above that the cTG is 10.87×10-3 F/m2, we can apply
the carrier concentration up to 7×1013 cm-2, about one order of magnitude larger than
by 300 nm SiO2 back-gate.
This negative transconductance behavior is only observed before with electrolyte
gate, where the dielectric constant is much larger [17-19] than common solid state
oxide. Our result is the first one, as best to our knowledge, that observes this
phenomenon with a solid state gate dielectric. As shown in Fig. 3.8 (a), the negative
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transconductance effect tends to be stronger as the VBG increases from -70V to 50V.
At VBG=50V, the conductance drop ~10% as we compare the conductance of peak
value with that of at VTG=5V. This behavior can be understood by activation of high
energy in BLG system.
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Fig. 3.12. The carrier concentration when the negative transconductance appears as a function
of back-gate bias. The value of nNeg is about ~3×1013 cm−2, which corresponds to the gap
energy from high energy band to low energy band in BLG.

BLG has four bands, while two low energy ones meet at zero energy and two
high energy ones split away from zero energy with ±γ1. With increasing of carrier
concentration, the Fermi level is being pulled down (up) towards the high energy band
of BLG in valence band (conduction band). The hole (electron) density at which the
higher band starts to be filld is n=gγ1/(2πћ2v2)≈3×1013 cm−2. γ1 is 0.377 eV [20], g is
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4 here considering the valley degeneracy 2 and spin degeneracy 2, v is the Fermi
velocity 1.01×106 m/s [21]. The carrier density is calculated at which the peak
conductance appeas by nNeg= cTG×(VTG-Neg-VTG-CNP)/e+ cBG×(VBG-VBG-CNP)/e. Fig.
3.12 shows the nNeg as a function with VBG. The nNeg is ~3×1013 cm−2, which indicates
that the negative transconductance is probably due to the activation of high energy
band of BLG. While in this band, the intraband scattering starts to play an important
role to reduce the carrier transport.
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Chapter 4
Analog Applications of Graphene

4.1. Introduction
Owing to its very high carrier mobility up to 15,000 cm2/Vs even at room
temperature, graphene has been proposed as the material for high frequency
electronics [1]. Several groups have demonstrated that graphene transistors can be
operated at >100 GHz [2-4]. Analog applications such as frequency doubler [5],
amplifier [6], phase shift keying, frequency shift keying [7] and phase detector [8]
have been experimentally shown using graphene transistors and circuits.

4.2. Phase Shift Keying and Frequency Shift Keying
Besides the high carrier mobility, another important property of graphene is the
ambipolar transport, where n-type and p-type can be achieved by just change the gate
bias. Taking advantage of this ambipolarity of graphene, we demonstrated the circuits
that achieve the functionalities such as frequency shift keying (FSK) and phase shift
keying (PSK) by using single graphene device which greatly simplify the circuitry.
The single-transistor amplifier, which consists of one transistor and one load
resistor, is one of the most basic and important building blocks in analog circuits.
There are three types of single-transistor amplifiers: common-source, common-drain,
and common-gate, each of which exhibits different characteristics. One of the key
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differences between the three types of amplifiers is the small-signal voltage gain,
defined as Vout/Vin. The common-source amplifier provides negative gain, whereas
the common-drain and common-gate amplifiers provide positive gain. Since different
applications usually prefer different types of single-transistor amplifiers, it would be
very attractive if the same amplifier can be configured in-field into more than one
type. However, in Si based metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET) technology, the type of an amplifier is only dependent on its physical
configuration, i.e., the node where the input Vin is applied, the node where the output
Vout is obtained, and the placement of the resistor. Therefore, in-field configuration of
an amplifier is usually infeasible since the physical configuration of the amplifier is
determined during fabrication.
With graphene as the channel material, by properly adjusting the gate-source
voltages, the transistor can be switched from n-type to p-type, with electron and hole
conduction dominating the current, respectively. The ambipolar nature of the charge
carrier transport may create problems for conventional applications based on graphene
transistors. At the same time, however, it opens up opportunities for increased
functionality in nontraditional circuit architectures. For example, graphene transistors
have been utilized to demonstrate a frequency multiplier [5, 9, 10], a functional logic
gate [11], and an inverter [12]. We demonstrate a single-transistor amplifier with three
modes of operation utilizing the ambipolarity of a three-terminal graphene transistor.
Depending on whether the graphene transistor is biased at the left branch, the
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minimum conduction point, or the right branch of the ambipolar curve, the amplifier
will be configured in the common-drain, the frequency multiplier, or the
common-source mode of operation. The proposed triple-mode amplifier is
demonstrated using a three-terminal back-gated graphene transistor. We also show
theoretically and experimentally that our graphene amplifier can greatly simplify
communications applications such as phase shift keying (PSK) and frequency shift
keying (FSK). Compared to conventional designs for these applications, the proposed
triple-mode graphene amplifier (i) has a significantly simpler structure, (ii) promises a
larger bandwidth and higher frequency of operation, and (iii) promises low power
consumption.
To demonstrate the triple-mode graphene amplifier, we have fabricated
back-gated graphene transistors from exfoliated graphene flakes. A representative
fabricated device, the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image, the Raman
spectrum of the single-layer graphene, the IDS-VGS characteristics, and gm-VGS
characteristics are shown in Fig.4.1(a)-(e). Fabrication and measurement details are
provided in the Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Strong ambipolar conduction was observed
in the graphene transistors as evidenced by the “V”- shaped IDS-VGS curve. In the
ambipolar graphene transistor, the transport is dominated by electrons and holes for
high and low gate voltages, respectively, and the minimum conduction point VCNP
corresponds to the charge neutrality point where electrons and holes contribute
equally to the transport. The ambipolar graphene transistor should be regarded as
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n-type or p-type at high gate voltage (VGS > VCNP) or low gate voltage (VGS< VCNP),
respectively, and as hybrid-type when the gate voltage is equal to VCNP. The
small-signal transconductance gm is a key factor dominating the high-frequency
performance of a transistor and the gain of the amplifier. As shown in Figure 1e, gm is
positive when VGS > VCNP and negative when VGS< VCNP, reflecting electron current
and hole current, respectively.

Fig. 4.1 (a) Optical micrograph image of a representative fabricated back-gated graphene
transistor. (b) SEM image of source and drain electrodes of a representative back-gated
graphene transistor. (c) The Raman spectrum of the singlelayer graphene. (d) IDS-VGS
characteristics of the graphene transistor for VDS=0.5 V. The current is minimum at the charge
neutrality point. (e) gm-VGS characteristics for VDS =0.5 V. The transconductance gm is 0 at the
charge neutrality point. Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, A. A. Balandin, and
K. Mohanram, ACS Nano, 4, 5532 (2010). Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.

The small-signal model for the back-gated graphene transistor, also referred to as
the hybrid-π model, under different VGS is shown in Fig.4.2 panels a and b. Here, rO is
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the output resistance and gm is the small signal transconductance of the graphene
transistor. Since the graphene transistor is p-type when VGS<VCNP, the small-signal
model is similar to that of a p-type MOSFET [13] in Fig.4.2 (a). Note that for a p-type
MOSFET, the voltage-controlled current source is controlled by VGS, yet in the
graphene transistor, it is controlled by VGD, because here we denote the terminal with
higher voltage as the drain for consistency. Since the transistor is n-type when VGS>
VCNP, the small-signal model is similar to that of an n-type MOSFET [13] in Fig.4.2
(b). For VGS close to VCNP, the graphene transistor should be considered as hybrid
type instead of either n-type or p-type. Therefore, neither the n-type nor the p-type
small-signal model is suitable to describe the performance of the graphene transistor.
Finally, Fig.4.2 (c) illustrates the circuit for small-signal analysis of the triple-mode
graphene amplifier, which will be described in details.
The triple-mode amplifier is built using a singe back-gate graphene transistors
and an off-chip resistor. The schematic of the graphene amplifier is shown in Fig.4.3
(a). The supply voltage VDD is set to 1 V, and the resistor Rload is 20 kΩ. Vbias is a
fixed DC voltage and Vac is a small sinusoidal AC signal. The gate-source voltage of
the graphene transistor is hence equal to Vbias+Vac. We show that depending on the
relationship between Vbias and the charge neutrality point VCNP, this amplifier can
have three modes of operation. In each mode, the amplifier exhibits different
performance in terms of the small-signal voltage gain ΔVout/ΔVin, which is given by
the expression Δ(VDD-IDSRload)/ΔVin.
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Fig. 4.2. (a,b) Small-signal model for the back-gated graphene transistor, also referred to as
the hybrid-π model, under different VGS. Here, gm is the transconductance and rO is the output
resistance. The small-signal model in (a) is used when VGS<VCNP. Under this condition, the
graphene transistor is p-type and the small-signal model is similar to that of a p-type
MOSFET. As VGS increases, the back-gated graphene transistor turns from p-type to n-type
and the small-signal model in (b) is used when VGS>VCNP. Under this condition, the graphene
transistor is n-type and the small-signal model is similar to that of an n-type MOSFET. Note
that when VGS is close to VCNP, the graphene transistor should be considered as hybrid-type
instead of either n-type or p-type. Therefore, neither the n-type nor the p-type small-signal
model is suitable to describe the performance of the graphene transistor. (c) is the circuit for
small-signal analysis of the triple-mode graphene amplifier from Fig.4.3 (a). Note that in
small-signal circuit analysis, the power supply is shorted and the nodes for VDD and ground
are replaced by a single reference. Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, A. A.
Balandin, and K. Mohanram, ACS Nano, 4, 5532 (2010). Copyright (2010) American
Chemical Society.

When Vbias <VCNP, mode 1, the transistor is biased at the left branch of the
ambipolar conduction curve, so the small-signal transconductance gm of the transistor
is negative. In the positive phase of Vac, IDS decreases as VGS increases. As a result,
the voltage drop across the resistor decreases and Vout increases. It can be similarly
inferred that in the negative phase of Vac, Vout will decrease. Therefore, the
small-signal voltage gain in mode 1 is positive, and the input and the output signals
have the same phase. From the transport perspective, when Vbias <VCNP, the current is
mainly due to hole conduction, so the transistor can be regarded as p-type. Under this
condition, the circuit is configured as a common-drain amplifier. Analytically, the
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gain of the amplifier in this mode is given by the expression |gm|Rtotal/(|gm|Rtotal+1),
where Rtotal is the parallel combination of the load resistor Rload and the inherent
output resistance rO of the graphene transistor. This expression can be derived from
the small-signal analysis of the complete circuit illustrated in Fig.4.2 (c), using the
small-signal model for the graphene transistor shown in Fig.4.2 (a). The measured
result for mode 1 is presented in Fig.4.3 (c). The applied bias voltage Vbias is 6.5 V
and the frequency of the input AC signal Vac is 10 kHz.
When Vbias >VCNP, mode 2, the transistor is biased at the right branch of the
ambipolar conduction curve, so the small-signal transconductance gm of the transistor
is positive. In the positive phase of Vac, IDS increases as VGS increases. As a result, the
voltage drop across the resistor increases and Vout decreases. It can be similarly
inferred that in the negative phase of Vac, Vout will increase. Therefore, the
small-signal voltage gain in mode 2 is negative, and the output signal will exhibit a
phase shift of 180° with respect to the input signal. From the transport perspective,
when Vbias >VCNP, the current is mainly due to electron conduction, so the transistor
can be regarded as n-type. Under this condition, the circuit is configured as a
common-source amplifier. Analytically, the gain of the amplifier in this mode is given
by the expression -|gm|Rtotal, where Rtotal is the parallel combination of Rload and rO. As
in mode 1, this expression can be derived from the small-signal analysis of the
complete circuit illustrated in Fig.4.2 (c), using the small-signal model for the
graphene transistor shown in Fig.4.2 (b). The measured result for mode 2 is presented
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in Figure in Fig.4.3 (e). The applied bias voltage Vbias is 17.5 V and the frequency of
the input AC signal Vac is 10 kHz.
When Vbias =VCNP, mode 3, the transistor is biased at the minimum conduction
point. In the positive phase of Vac, the small-signal transconductance is positive. As a
result, the small-signal voltage gain is negative, as analyzed in mode 2. In contrast, in
the negative phase of Vac, the small-signal transconductance is negative. As a result,
the small-signal voltage gain of the amplifier is positive, as analyzed in mode 1. Thus,
when Vbias is equal to VCNP, the input signal sees a positive gain in its positive phase
and a negative gain in its negative phase, resulting in frequency doubling. The
measured result for mode 3 is presented in Fig.4.3 (d). The applied bias voltage Vbias
is 11.1 V and the frequency of the input AC signal Vac is 4kHz. The spectral purity of
the obtained output was analyzed using the fast Fourier transform. Frequency
doubling effect is clearly observed since it is observed that 83% of energy of the
output signal is at the frequency of 8 kHz. This effect has also been previously
reported [5].
The proposed single-transistor graphene amplifier utilizes the key concept of
biasing in analog circuits, that is, only a small range of I-V characteristics near the
bias point are necessary to optimize the circuit performance. For this reason,
ambipolar conduction can provide a larger design-space than unipolar conduction
because of the richer diversity of I-V characteristics.
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Fig. 4.3. (a) The schematic for the triple-mode single-transistor graphene amplifier based on
an off-chip resistor Rload. (b) The IDS-VGS characteristics of the graphene transistor. The three
dots represent three representative bias voltages for the three different modes of operation.
From the left to the right, for the three bias voltages, the amplifier is configured in the
common-drain mode, the frequency multiplication mode, and the common-source mode,
respectively. (c) The AC coupled input (yellow waveform) and output (green waveform)
signals when the amplifier is biased at the left branch of the ambipolar curve. In this
configuration, the amplifier is in the common-drain mode, and the output signal has the same
frequency and phase as the input signal. (d) The AC coupled input and output signals when
the amplifier is biased at the CNP. In this configuration, the amplifier is in the frequency
multiplication mode, and the frequency of the output signal is doubled as compared to that of
the input signal. (e) The AC coupled input and output signals when the amplifier is biased at
the right branch of the ambipolar curve. In this configuration, the amplifier is in the
common-source mode, and the output signal has the same frequency but a 180° phase shift as
compared to the input signal. Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, A. A.
Balandin, and K. Mohanram, ACS Nano, 4, 5532 (2010). Copyright (2010) American
Chemical Society.

Compared to the traditional amplifiers based on unipolar devices, the proposed
single-transistor amplifier provides greater in-field controllability as it can switch
between the three modes during operation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to demonstrate that a single-transistor amplifier based on a three-terminal
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device can be in-field configured to function as both a common-source and a common
drain amplifier. The small-signal gain observed in the three modes of operation is
0.01, which is mainly due to the very thick back-gate oxide of 300 nm SiO2. As we
adopt the top-gate structure, where the top-gate oxide is ~23nm of high k Al2O3, the
gain is improved by a factor of 10, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4. The three-mode amplifier build on top-gate graphene device. (a) The IDS-VGS
characteristics of the top-gate graphene transistor. Three points on p-type, n-type and CNP
represent the bias points for the common-drain mode, common-source mode and frequency
multiplication mode. (b) The AC coupled input (yellow waveform) and output (green
waveform) of common-drain mode. The output keeps the phase with input. (c) The AC
coupled input and output of common-source. The output reverses the phase with input (180°
phase shift). (d) The AC coupled input and output signals when the amplifier is biased at the
CNP, the frequency multiplication mode. Note that the gain here is ~0.1, which is one order of
magnitude larger than in back-gate transistor senario. The frequency here is 100 KHz.

The input and output of the three operations modes are shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), (c)
and (d). The top-gate capacitance here is cTG=3.6×10-3 F/m2, which is ~30 times larger
than back-gate device. However, the mobility reduced by ~3 times since the gate
oxide introduced more scattering. Hence, the overall increment of gain is about 10.
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Further enhancement of gain can be achieved by continue thinning down the oxide
thickness and replacing with higher k material such HfO2. The amplifier with gain
larger than 1 has been demonstrated with such gate oxide enineering attempts [6].
Combining any two of the three modes mentioned above, we can achieve the
modulation functions of PSK and FSK which are widely used in wireless
communications such as Bluetooth, radio frequency identifications (RFID) and audio
and radio systems [14].
We first consider the application of PSK. For brevity, we consider binary PSK
(BPSK) that is the most basic variant of PSK in this article, but the idea can be
extended to other forms of PSK such as quadrature PSK (QPSK). In BPSK, the phase
of the small AC carrier signal is modulated and shifted between 0° and 180° to
represent the data stream, which takes the binary value of (0,1). By using the
triple-mode amplifier, BPSK modulation can be achieved by applying the sinusoid
carrier as the small AC signal Vac and the data stream, which is the large square wave
signal, as the bias Vbias. If the swing of the square wave signal Vbias is chosen such that
the amplifier can be switched between the positive-gain and negative-gain modes, the
carrier signal will either experience no phase shift or a phase shift of 180°. The
experimental results for BPSK modulation is presented in Fig. 4.5. The biasing
voltage Vbias is switched between -0.33 and 0.33 V, representing digital data “0” and
“1”, respectively. It is generated as a square wave signal from the signal generator.
When Vbias is -0.33 V, the graphene transistor is biased at the left branch, so the
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amplifier operates in mode 1 with a positive gain. When Vbias is 0.33 V, the graphene
transistor is biased at the right branch, so the amplifier operates in mode 2 with a
negative gain. The frequency of Vac is 0.5 MHz. Note that the output signal has
slightly different DC voltages when the amplifier is configured in mode 1 and mode 2,
which may not be preferred during demodulation. However, the DC voltage can be
easily filtered out using a high-pass filter.
We next consider binary FSK (BFSK) that is the most basic variant of FSK for
illustration. In BFSK, the frequency of the small AC carrier signal is modulated and
shifted between fc1 and fc2 to represent the data stream, which takes the binary value
of (0,1). If fc2=2fc1, such as in the case of Kansas City standard (KCS) for audio
cassette drives where fc1=1200 Hz and fc2=2400 Hz, BFSK modulation can be
successfully achieved using the proposed triple-mode amplifier. Again, as in the case
of BPSK, we can apply the sinusoid carrier as a small AC signal and the data stream,
which is the large square wave signal, as the bias. If the square wave signal Vbias is
chosen such that the amplifier is biased in mode 3/ mode 2 or mode 3/mode 1, the
frequency of the output signal will either be doubled or remain the same, realizing
BFSK. The experimental results for BFSK modulation is presented in Fig. 4.6 . The
biasing voltage Vbias, generated as a square wave signal from the signal generator is
switched between -0.65 V and 0 V, representing digital data “0” and “1”, respectively.
When Vbias is 0 V, the graphene transistor is biased at the CNP, so the amplifier
operates in mode 3. When Vbias is -0.65 V, the graphene transistor is biased at the left
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branch, so the amplifier operates in mode 1 with a positive gain. The problem of
mismatched DC voltage at the output can be similarly solved by using a high-pass
filter.

Fig. 4.5. Two bias voltages, -0.33 and 0.33 V, represent “0” and “1”. (b) Experimental results
for BPSK modulation. Note that when the bias voltage is -0.33 V (0.33V), the amplifier is
configured in mode 1 (mode 2) and the output signal has the same phase (phase shift of 180°)
as the input signal. The frequency here is 0.5 MHz.

For comparison, traditional PSK and FSK modulation is usually achieved using
analog multipliers that require multiple transistors and/or filtering devices. However,
by leveraging the ambipolar conduction, the proposed amplifier provides a single
transistor design to achieve PSK and FSK modulation. It greatly simplifies the circuit
design and the simple structure will potentially also lower power consumption. Note
that the concept described in this article also applies to other materials exhibiting
ambipolar conduction properties, such as silicon nanowires [15], organic
semiconductor heterostructures [16], and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [17]. Among these
materials, both CNTs and graphene have high mobility that is preferable for high
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frequency analog applications. However, the two-dimensional planar structure of
graphene enables the current to be easily increased by increasing the width of the
graphene channel, which is advantageous over CNT transistors.

Fig.4.6. Two bias voltages, -0.65 and 0 V, represent “0” and “1”. (b) Experimental results for
BFSK modulation. Note that when the bias voltage is -0.65 V (0 V), the amplifier is
configured in mode 1 (mode 3) and the output signal has the same frequency (double
frequency) as the input signal. The frequency here is 0.5 MHz.

Given the excellent advantages of the triple-mode amplifier, there are several
directions that merit further investigation to optimize its performance. Currently, the
gain of the amplifier is low and of the order of 0.1 in top-gate graphene device. This is
because (i) the graphene transistor exhibits low small-signal transconductance gm and
(ii) the transistor operates in the linear region, with a small inherent output resistance
rO. We believe that this problem can be solved by improving the device structure and
channel quality, increasing the gm, and pushing the transistor into the saturation region,
as shown in Chapter 3. Indeed, a frequency multiplier (mode 3 application of the
triple-mode amplifier) with a small-signal gain of 0.15 has been recently reported
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using the relatively mature CNT [10].

4.3. Phase Detecor
The ambipolar transport of graphene can also contribute to the de-modulation
end of the communication system. We demonstrated that simple graphene transistor
circuit can realize the function of multiplier phase detector. The multiplier phase
detector is a significant component of the phase-locked loop, which is one of the most
important building blocks in modern analog, digital, and communication circuits [18].
A multiplier phase detector takes two input signals, for example u1 and u2, and
produces an output voltage that is proportional to the phase difference between u1 and
u2. Usually, u1 and u2 are a sinusoidal signal and a square-wave signal, respectively
[18]. Without loss of generality, we assume that
u1(t) = U10 sin(ω1t + θ1) and u2(t) = U20 rect(ω2t + θ2)

(1)

where rect represents rectangular, and U10 and U20, ω1 and ω2, and θ1 and θ2 are the
amplitudes, radian frequencies, and phases of u1 and u2, respectively. u1 and u2 are
multiplied by the phase detector, and the high-frequency component of the result uout
is filtered out through a low-pass filter, leaving only the DC component ud. If ω1 = ω2,
ud is given by
ud(t) = U10U20 × 2/π × (sin(θ1 − θ2)) ≈ Kdθe

(2)

where Kd denotes the detector gain, and θe is the phase difference between the two
input signals in radians. Traditionally, u1 and u2 are multiplied by an analog multiplier
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built using multiple unipolar transistors. For example, a typical Gilbert cell analog
multiplier [19] consists of six transistors and two resistors. However, taking the
advantage of the ambipolarity of the graphene transistor, the proposed simplified
circuit structure requires only a single top-gated graphene transistor and one resistor.
The schematic of the graphene multiplier phase detector and an illustrative IDS–VGS
curve of an ambipolar graphene transistor are presented in Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7. (a) Schematic of the proposed graphene multiplier phase detector based on a single
top-gated graphene transistor and an off-chip resistor Rload. uout is the output of the phase
detector. (b) Illustration of the typical ambipolar IDS–VGS curve. Vmin is the voltage, where IDS
is the minimum. Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, M. Rostami, A. A.
Balandin, and K. Mohanram, IEEE Electron Device Lett., 32, 1328 (2011).Copyright (2011)
IEEE.

In this proposed implementation of the multiplier phase detector, sinusoidal
signal u1 has small amplitude. Square-wave signal u2 serves as the bias voltage, and it
is chosen so that the lower and higher levels of u2, denoted as Vlow and Vhigh, satisfy
Vlow < VCNP and Vhigh > VCNP, respectively. Here, VCNP is the minimum conduction
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point of the ambipolar graphene transistor. When u2 = Vlow (Vhigh), IDS of the graphene
transistor decreases (increases) as the gate voltage increases, and the voltage drop
across the resistor decreases (increases), thereby increasing (decreasing) uout.
Therefore, the voltage gain of the circuit ∂uout/∂u1 is positive (negative). As a result,
the gain of the circuit G is also a square wave that switches between positive and
negative values. Since uout = Gu1, the product of u1 and u2 has been transformed into
the product of u1 and G, which is inherently produced by the proposed circuit.
To demonstrate the proposed graphene multiplier phase detector in Fig. 4.7 (a),
Rload is set to 20 kΩ, VDD to 1.8 V, and the frequency of both u1 and u2 to 100 kHz. In
Fig. 4.8, we present the output uout of the circuit at different phase differences θe
between u1 and u2. Since IDS of the graphene transistor is not identical at Vlow and Vhigh,
there will be a “stair” in the output ud between the two halves in a cycle. However,
this “stair” is caused only by u2 and is not related to the phase difference between u1
and u2. Therefore, it will not affect the performance of the phase detector, which is the
difference in the DC component ud of uout at different phase differences θe. In Fig. 4.8,
it can be observed that at θe=(π/2) rad, the circuit is biased in the negative gain
condition for the positive half of u1 and in the positive gain condition for the negative
half of u1. Hence, output uout has the smallest DC component at θe=(π/2) rad. In
contrast, at θe= −(π/2) rad, the circuit is biased in the positive gain condition for the
positive half of u1 and in the negative gain condition for the negative half of u1. Hence,
output uout has the largest DC component at θe= −(π/2) rad. The circuit voltage gain
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∂uout/∂u1 is≈0.1. In Fig. 4.9, we have shown the DC component ud at different θe. As
the phase difference goes from π/2 to −(π/2) rad, ud increases monotonically from 298
to 319 mV, which corresponds to a detector gain Kd≈−7 mV/rad.
The improvement of the gain is desirable for phase detector. The current result is
limited by the gate capacitance and the saturation condition of graphene device. The
gate capacitance can be increase by 10 times as mentioned in previous section. The
saturation condition can be reached by applying high VDS as shown in Chapter 3. Of
course, there are some other limitations such as the contact resistance of metal to
graphene, which is on the order of 1kΩ-μm with current Ti/graphene interface.
Substantial improvement is needed to reduce the contact resistance which will benefit
the transconductance of the transistor and the voltage gain of graphene amplifier.

Fig. 4.8. (a) The IDS-VGS of the top-gate graphene deviec. The bias points for the phase
detector is at mode 1 and mode 2. (b) Output uout versus uin = u1 + u2 for, θe= -(π/2), θe= -(π/6),
θe=(π/6), and θe=(π/2). Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, M. Rostami, A. A.
Balandin, and K. Mohanram, IEEE Electron Device Lett., 32, 1328 (2011).Copyright (2011)
IEEE.
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Fig. 4.9. DC component uout at different θe (in degree) between u1 and u2. The detector gain
is Kd≈−7 mV/rad. Reprinted with permission from X. Yang, G. Liu, M. Rostami, A. A.
Balandin, and K. Mohanram, IEEE Electron Device Lett., 32, 1328 (2011).Copyright (2011)
IEEE.

4.4. Summary
The ambipolar transport property of graphene together with its high carrier
mobility allows for the possibility of using graphene transistors in analog
communications applications. We experimentally demonstrated by using only one
single graphene transistor and one load resistor, the circuit can be functioned as PSK,
FSK and phase detector which is widely used for analog communication systems.
Note that the voltage gain of the current graphene circuits is still below unit, which in
principle is not limited by graphene itself but by optimization device design as well as
current technologies that available at UCR cleanroom.
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Chapter 5
Low-Frequency Noise in Graphene

5.1 Introduction of Low-Frequency Noise
The noise in electronic device is a random, spontaneous perturbation that
inherent to the physics of the device. Noise in an electronic system could originate
from external source and internal source. The external noise can be eliminated or
reduced by proper shielding, filtering and layout design of the circuits. However, the
internal source, cannot be eliminated, but is possible to reduce by modification of the
devices structure and design. This chapter deals with the internal noise, which is
originated from the physics point of view of the devices.
The noise of the device is essentially the fluctuation of the resistance of the
device, so that if a constant voltage is applied to the device, the current passing
through will be fluctuating. Since this fluctuation is a time varied signal, to be more
accurately, a random process, it is more convenient to express the noise in frequency
dominant. Hence, the mathematic analysis of noise is done by studying its power
spectrum density as a function of frequency f, for example current referenced noise
spectrum density SI, with unit of I2/Hz. Usually the noise is not a function of current I,
so the normalized unit SI/I2 (Hz-1) is more often used as the characteristics of the noise.
Similarly, if we consider a constant current flow through the device, the voltage drop
across the device will be fluctuating. The power spectrum density will be expressed as
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voltage referenced noise spectrum density SV, with unit of V2/Hz. The normalized the
voltage noise is SV/V2 with unit of Hz-1. Note that in reality the normalized current
spectrum density is equal to the normalized voltage spectrum density SI/I2 =SV/V2.
Also, noise is often expressed with resistance as subscript, SR, and SR/R2= SI/I2
=SV/V2 [1].
In modern semiconductor devices, there are several type of noises which is due
to different physics mechanisms. The most common one is thermal noise, where the
noise is independent on the frequency, and only depend on temperature and resistance
SV=4kTR or SI=4kT/R, where k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in Kelvin,
and R is resistance. This noise is discovered by J. B. Johnson and explained by H.
Nyquist [2, 3]. Shot noise, occurs when the current flow across a potential barrier,
such as ph-junction, is expressed as SI=2qI, where q is the elementary charge, I is the
current. Generation-recombination noise is a noise in semiconductor which originates
from the traps that randomly capture and emit carriers. 1/f noise, also called flicker
noise, is the noise with spectrum density inversely proportional to frequency fγ, where
γ is often close to 1. This 1/f noise exists in many materials such as metal and
semiconductors, and it is a low-frequency noise that happens below 100 kHz. A large
number traps with generation-recombination noise can produce 1/f noise. Despite
been studied for more than half-a-century, the physical mechanism of the origin 1/f
noise is still under debate. The two major schools are carrier number fluctuation
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(McWhorter model) and mobility fluctuation (Hooge model), and each of them has
experimental results to support their theories.
Graphene is a promising material for high-frequency analog applications due to
its excellent physical properties [4,5], such as huge electron mobility of graphene up
to 22,000 cm2/Vs [6], large charge carrier saturation velocity of 4.5×107 cm/s [7, 8],
and outstanding thermal conductivity of above 3000 W/mK [9, 10], exceeding that of
diamond. Important components of the analog systems such as phase detectors have
already been implemented with the triple-mode graphene transistors [11, 12]. In RF
and analog applications, the reduction of the low-frequency noise is important
because this type of noise will be up-converted due to the nonlinearity of the system
and contribute to the phase noise of the systems [1]. The low-frequency noise in
graphene field-effect transistors (FETs) has the drain-current noise spectral density
SI~1/f for the frequency f below 100 kHz [11–18]. Some graphene devices also exhibit
the generation-recombination (GR) noise bulges with the time constants τ=1/(2πf0) of
~0.3–1.1s (f0 is the corner frequency) [13].

5.2 Noise Measurement Setup
The noise is actually a very small AC signal, especially in good conductors. It is
well know that graphene itself is a good conductor, and the Ti/Au electrodes in
contact with graphene forms an Ohmic contact. The noise measurement has to be set
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up very carefully to eliminate the external and environmental noise so that the
physical noise from the device itself can be measured.
The schematic of the noise measurement system is shown as in Fig. 5.1. DC
voltage is applied on the source/drain electrodes and gate electrodes of graphene
transistor. The voltage drop across the source/drain is magnified by the low-noise
amplifier (Stanford Research 560). The amplified voltage fluctuation signal is
processed with the dynamic signal analyzer (Stanford Research 780) by converting
from time domain to frequency domain using Fourier Transform. The voltage sources
VDD and VGG used here for noise measurement are quiet batteries rather than the
conventional voltage supply. The reason is that the voltage supply that powered by
electrical main is operating at 60 Hz, so the output voltage is inevitably affect by the
60 Hz, although very small, but big enough to influence the noise measurement.
Hence we use potential meters RPD and RPG to split the voltages from the batteries.
The potential meters used here are multi-loop wirewound type, so that we can split the
voltage with high precision and also low noise. The load resistor RD and gate
protection resistor RG used here are all metallic resistor with very low noise (only has
thermal noise). A probe station is used to connect the graphene device with the biasing
circuits and amplifier. The whole measurement circuits, amplifier and probe stations
are enclosed by a big metal shielding box to protect from environment
electro-magnetic waves. The inner walls of the shielding box are coated with sound
proof foam to reduce the sound noise coming into the measurement systems.
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic of the graphene device noise measurement of Graphene FET (GFET) is
biased with quiet battery and potential meter circuit. The voltage noise across the graphene is
amplified by the low-noise amplifier and then process with dynamic signal analyzer.

Fig. 5.2. Noise measurement setup inside the shielding box. The quiet batteries and potential
meter biasing circuits, probe station and low-noise amplifier are all inside the shielding box.
Note here the inner walls of the shielding box are coated with sound proof foam.
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As we measured the voltage noise spectrum SV by the dynamic signal analyzer,
we convert it to current noise spectrum SI by SI=SV×((RD+RGraphene)/ RD×RGraphene)2,
where RD is the load resistance and RGraphene is the resistance from graphene device.

5.3 Low-Frequency Noise in Back-Gate Graphene Devices
The low-frequency noise was measured in a frequency range from 1 Hz to 50
kHz at room tempearture. The graphene transistors were biased in a common source
mode at source-drain bias VDS = 50 mV. The voltage-referred electrical current
fluctuations SV from the load resistor RL connected in series with the drain were
analyzed by a SR780 FFT dynamic signal analyzer. Fig. 5.3 shows an example of the
noise spectra measured at different gate-bias voltages for one of the graphene
transistors. For all examined devices the noise spectra were close to the 1/fγ with
γ=1.0-1.1 depending on the gate voltage and a specific device. When the current was
changed by the drain voltage the noise spectral density of the short circuit current
fluctuations, SI, was always proportional to the square of the drain current, i.e SI~ID2.
In this sense, the measured spectra were similar to the low-frequency noise in devices
made from other materials [14].
The analysis of this gate voltage dependence of noise spectral density yields
valuable information about the noise sources and mechanisms because the gate
voltage changes carrier concentration and Fermi level position. In conventional
semiconductor FETs the low-frequency noise is usually analyzed in the framework of
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the McWhorter model [15]. In this model, the low-frequency noise is caused by the
tunneling of the carriers from the channel to the traps in the oxide. Therefore the trap
concentration in the oxide is a natural figure-of-merit for the noise amplitude in
MOSFETs. The McWhorter model predicts that the normalized noise spectral density,
SI/ID2, decreases in the strong inversion regime as ~1/ns2 (where ns is the channel
carriers concentration). Any deviation from this law might indicate the influence of
the contacts, non-homogeneous trap distribution in energy or space, or contributions
of the mobility fluctuations to the current noise [15-18].
Fig. 5.4 shows the gate voltage dependence of noise spectral density, SI/ID2, for
all studied devices. One can see dispersion in the data for the noise spectra density of
the examined devices. This is due to the different devices channel size ranging from
1.5-80 μm2, and also results from the difference between SLG and BLG.
As seen, some device shows noise SI /I2 decreases with an increase of the gate
voltage, while others exhibits the opposites or no gate dependence. For the examined
graphene FETs we found a whole variety of gate voltage dependences of the noise
spectral density: the noise level either increased or decreased with deviation from the
charge neutrality point (see also [19] for the gate voltage dependence of noise in
graphene).
The noise spectral density of metals and semiconductors are inversely
proportional to the device area [20]. This relation can also be extended to graphene
devices if the noise contribution is mainly from the device channel. Fig. 5.5 shows the
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results of area normalized noise spectral density of SLG and BLG devices. The
different data points in same shape and color represent the noise level for the same
device under different gate bias within |VBG-VCNP|=30V. It shows that in BLG cases,
the noise inversely scales with area by A-1, however, very week area dependence in
SLG cases. This difference indicates that the noise source in BLG case is mainly from
channel, and in SLG, the contact noise can not be ignored although the contact
between graphene and Ti/Au is Ohmic. Also, it can be seen that the noise in BLG is
smaller than in SLG, consistent with reported by other groups [19, 21]. The detail
reasons will be discussed in section 5.5.
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Fig. 5.3. Normalized spectrum density of graphene back-gate transistors under different gate
bias. The VDS used for noise measurement is 50 mV. The spectrum exhibit 1/f dependency in
between 1 Hz to 50 kHz.
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The Hooge parameter α is usually used as a figure-of-merit of the 1/f noise.
Hooge formula is an empirical relation of the noise spectral density with the numbers
of carrier N,

SI
α
=
. Although Hooge’s theory supports the mobility fluctuation,
2
Nf
I

the parameter α is to evaluate the magnitude of the noise for devices regardless what
type of fluctuation they are. The Hooge parameter for graphene device is on the order
of 10-3-10-4, which is pretty low. It is 1-2 orders better than that of carbon nanotube
devices, and comparable to the silicon MOSFET. Considering graphene is a
essentially a surface material, the entire channel is exposed to the environment, it
should be very susceptible to the fluctuation from the outside. The reason is probably
the high mobility of graphene.
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Fig. 5.5. The noise spectral density as a function of device area size. The different data points
in same shape and color represent the noise level for the same device under different gate bias
within |VBG-VCNP|=30V. It shows that in BLG cases, the noise inversely scales with area by
A-1, however, very week area dependence in SLG cases. This difference indicates that the
noise source in BLG case is mainly from channel, and in SLG, the contact noise is substantial.
Also, it can be seen that the noise in BLG is smaller than in SLG.

5.4 Low-Frequency Noise in Top-Gate Graphene Devices
The noise properties are also studied in the top-gate structure. Fig. 5.6(a) shows
the noise spectral density of a top-gate BLG graphene device under different gate bias.
As seen, the spectra are also of 1/f dependence. The inset shows the optical image of
this top-gate device. Fig. 5.6(b) shows the gate dependence of noise together with the
IDS-VGS characteristics. In this particular device, the maximum noise happens close to
the CNP.
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Fig. 5.6. (a) Noise spectral density of a top-gate BLG graphene device under different gate
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top-gate device. (b) The gate dependence of noise (blue) and the IDS-VGS characteristics (red).
In this particular device, the maximum noise happens close to the CNP.
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5.5 Noise Reduction in Graded Thickness Graphene
We noticed in our experiment the difference noise behaviors of BLG and SLG,
shown in Fig. 5.5. The noise scales with devices channel area in BLG, but not scales
well in SLG. Also, the noise level is higher in SLG than in BLG. This brought the
question about the noise contribution from contacts and channel. If the noise is
dominant by the channel, it should scales with channel size. However, if the contact
noise is substantial, the noise will not change that much as the channel size varies.
From other side, we know that SLG has larger carrier mobility than in BLG, for high
speed electronics, high mobility is favorable. A more important question would be
how to reduce the noise in SLG graphene devices. In order to study this issue in more
detail, we adopted a new type of graphene device structure which will help to
elucidate this question.
The proposed new type of the graphene device is of graded thickness in the
direction from the contacts toward the middle. In these devices, the main part of the
channel – between the source and drain – has the thickness of one atomic plane (n=1),
while the regions closer to the metal contacts have the thickness of two atomic planes
(n=2) or more. We refer to this type of FETs as graphene thickness-graded (GTG)
transistors. In GTG FETs, the metal contacts are made intentionally on the BLG or
few layer graphene (FLG) parts avoiding any contact with the SLG channel (see Fig.
5.7). The conventional exfoliation method to produce graphene also yields such GTG
flakes which make this structure available.
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Fig. 5.7. Schematic of the proposed graphene graded-thickness field-effect transistors (upper
panel) and an optical microscopy image showing one of such devices (lower panel). The
graphene flakes used as the graded-thickness channel is indicated with the dash lines. The
darker regions correspond to the few-layer graphene (n=3 in this case). The bright white bars
are metal electrodes connected to the source and drain regions. Reprinted with permission
from G. Liu, S. Rumyantsev, M. Shur and A.A. Balandin, Appl. Phys. Lett., 100, 033103
(2012). Copyright (2012) APS.

For the proof-of-concept demonstration, we produced the GTG layers by the
standard exfoliation method [22] but used the flakes of the ribbon-like shape with the
thickness varying from n=1 in the middle to n=3 at the both ends. Initially, the
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suitable GTG flakes were identified under the optical microscope. The gradation in
the flake thickness was then verified with the micro-Raman spectroscopy utilizing the
comparison the 2D/G peak intensity ratio and deconvolution of 2D (G’) band [23, 24].
All Raman spectra were measured under 633-nm laser excitation in the backscattering
configuration at RT. Details of our Raman microscopy protocols were reported
elsewhere [25]. Fig.5.8 shows the Raman spectra from different locations of the same
GTG flake on Si/SiO2 substrate. One can see the signatures of SLG in the middle,
BLG in the transition region and FLG at the end of the flake.

Raman Intenstiy (a.u.)

λEXT=633 nm
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Raman Shift (cm )
Fig. 5.8. Raman spectra from different regions of the same flake used for fabrication of the
channel of the graphene graded-thickness transistor. The middle spectrum displaying clear
signatures of the single-layer graphene was recorded from the central region of the channel.
The bottom and top spectra characteristic for the few-layer graphene was recorded close to
the contact region.
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The source and drain electrodes were fabricated by the electron beam
lithography (EBL) followed by the electron beam evaporation (EBE), same as
described in Chapter 2. The electrode metals were Ti/Au with the thickness of
8-nm/80-nm, respectively. The degenerately doped p-type Si substrate acted as the
back gate for tuning the electrical conductivity of the graphene channel. We have also
fabricated a large number of SLG and BLG FETs (>15) to be used as references
devices for comparison with the GTG FETs.

Fig. 5.9. Normalized noise spectrum density as a function of frequency f for several values of
the back-gate bias. The 1/f spectrum is added for comparison. The inset shows a typical
drain-source resistance characteristic of the graphene thickness-graded transistor near the
Dirac point. Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, S. Rumyantsev, M. Shur and A.A.
Balandin, Appl. Phys. Lett., 100, 033103 (2012). Copyright (2012) APS.

Fig. 5.9 inset shows the drain-source resistance RDS as a function of the
back-gate voltage VBG of the GTG FET measured at ambient conditions. The RDS(VBG)
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dependence is similar to that in conventional SLG FETs. The fabricated devices were
robust and retained their current-voltage (I-V) over the testing period of several weeks
at ambient. The SLG, GTG and BLG FETs, fabricated using the same process, had the
RT electron mobility μ values in the ranges ~5000 – 7000 cm2/Vs, ~4000 – 5000
cm2/Vs and ~1000 – 2000 cm2/Vs, respectively. GTG FETs retained the high mobility
values close to those characteristic for SLG devices.
Following the I-V characterization, the low-frequency noise was measured with
a spectrum analyzer. Fig. 5.9 shows representative low-frequency noise spectra in
GTG FETs. The spectra reveal 1/f noise spectral density in the frequency range from 1
Hz to 100 kHz similar to that observed in SLG and BLG FETs. No G-R bulges were
observed in the tested GTG FETs. We have examined the normalized noise spectral
density SI/I2 dependence on the area of the device channels A. As seen in Fig. 5.10,
SI/I2 in the reference BLG devices decreases with the increasing channel area, A,
while the 1/f noise in the SLG devices shows only weak area dependence. The strong
dependence of the noise spectral density in BLG FETs on A (noise level scales with
the area of two-dimensional channel) indicates that the main contribution to the 1/f
noise comes from the graphene channel. The weak A dependence in SLG FETs
suggests that the contribution of the contact noise is substantial. As seen in Fig. 5.10,
GTG FETs produce less noise than SLG FETs and have the SI/I2 dependence on the
channel area. This means that by using the specially designed device structure, which
is SLG in middle but has FLG thickness at the contact regions, we were able to reduce
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the metal-graphene contact contribution to the low-frequency noise. This result also
provides additional evidence that the contacts in conventional SLG devices can
substantially contribute to the noise level.
We now offer a physical model, which explains the noise reduction in GTG FETs
by the lower potential fluctuations at the metal – FLG interface as compared to those
at the metal – SLG interface. Fabrication of the metal contacts to graphene leads to
the metal doping of graphene via the charge transfer to reach the equilibrium
conditions, and, correspondingly, results in the local shift of the Fermi level position
in graphene. Theory suggests that metals with the work functions different from
graphene, can dope graphene both n-type and p-type [26]. The electron density of
states (DOS) in SLG in the vicinity of the charge neutrality point is low owing to the
Dirac-cone linear dispersion. For this reason, even a small amount of the charge
transfer from or to the metal can strongly affect the Fermi energy of graphene. The
values of ΔEF=-0.23 eV and ΔEF=0.25 eV were reported for Ti and Au contacts to
graphene, respectively [27]. The scanning photocurrent studies confirmed the strong
non-uniform potential variations at the metal-graphene contact edge [27, 28]. These
non-uniform variations are also gate bias dependent [28]. The quadratic energy
dispersion of BLG results in DOS, which is different from that in SLG. Thus, with the
same amount of charge transfer between the metal and graphene – determined by the
work function difference – will lead to the smaller Fermi level shifts in BLG than in
SLG owing to the larger DOS in BGL (see inset to Fig. 5.10). Although there should
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also be non-uniform potential between the metal and bi-layer graphene edge, the
magnitude of the potential barrier fluctuations will be smaller than in the metal-SLG
interface.

Fig. 5.10. Normalized noise spectral density of the GTG FETs and the reference SLG and
BLG FETs as the function of the graphene channel area. The filled symbols represent SLG,
the open symbols—BLG while the half-filled symbols indicate the data-points for GTG FETs.
For each device the data are shown at several biasing points within the |VBG-VCNP =30V
range from the charge neutrality point VCNP. Note that GTG FETs have the reduced noise
level, close to that the in BLG FETs, while revealing the electron mobilities almost as high as
in SLG FETs. The inset shows the band structure of SLG and BLG in vicinity of the charge
neutrality point. The same amount of the charge, transferred owing to the metal contact
doping, leads the smaller local Fermi level shift in BLG devices than in SLG devices.
Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, S. Rumyantsev, M. Shur and A.A. Balandin, Appl.
Phys. Lett., 100, 033103 (2012). Copyright (2012) APS.

The potential fluctuations due to the traps at interface between Si/SiO2 were
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identified as the origin of 1/f noise in the Si metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs) [29]. The local potential fluctuations can contribute to the
low-frequency noise via both mobility-fluctuation and carrier number fluctuation
mechanisms [14]. It follows from the above discussion that the contact between the
metal and SGL will have stronger potential in-homogeneities than that between the
same metal and FLG not only for the technological but also for fundamental reasons
related to the electron DOS. The latter explains the observed reduction of the 1/f noise
level in our GTG FETs. It has been previously stated that the resistivity of the
metal-graphene contacts will be the performance-limiting characteristic in graphene
devices [30]. The present results suggest that the metal-graphene contacts are also the
important factor for the 1/f noise level in graphene devices.
In conclusion, this new type of graphene devices structure, graphene
thickness-graded transistors, which combines the high electron mobility of a
single-layer graphene and the low 1/f noise of the bilayer graphene devices. The
investigation of the noise spectra in this new device revealed the contribution of the
metal-graphene contact to the overall noise level and shed light on the origin of the
low-frequency fluctuations in graphene devices.

5.6 Summary
Graphene devices exhibit 1/f noise in the low-frequency range from 1 Hz to 100
kHz. Considering graphene is only a surface material, the resistance fluctuation is
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expected to be very strong as it entirely exposes to the environment. However, as we
measured the noise, it shows rather low level of noise, with Hooge parameter on the
order of 10-3-10-4. This is probably due to the very high mobility of graphene.
The contact between metal and single layer graphene generates substantial noise
which can not be ignored. It is due to the very low density of state at the CNP of
graphene. By using GTG structure, one can see the significant reduced noise from the
contact, while preserving the high carrier mobility of SLG.
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Chapter 6
Modification of Graphene through E-Beam Irradiation

The controllable property modification method of material is very important for
the semiconductor industry. For example, n-type and p-type silicon are obtained by
doping the intrinsic silicon by As, P and B. The doping level affects the Fermi level,
conductivity, mobility and many other properties. Hence, more functionality can be
achieved by combining different types of devices together, such as complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (CMOS). It would be necessary to
find method to modify the properties of graphene in a similar fashion.

6.1 Introduction of Quality control through Raman Spectroscopy
An important method of examine the material property is by the Raman
spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy is a technique used to study vibration, rotation,
and other low-frequency modes in a system by shining a mono-frequency laser on the
sample. The interaction between the laser and the molecular vibrations, phonons will
result in the energy change of the reflected laser light. This shift of the energy can
provide the information of the vibration modes in the studied material. Another
advantage of Raman spectroscopy is its efficiency. Usually, it only takes few seconds
to collect one spectrum and no particular sample preparation is needed.
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Fig. 6.1. Raman spectrum of (a) synthetic single crystal diamond and (b) ultra nano crystalline
diamond (UNCD). The numbers indicates the positions of the peaks.
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The Raman spectroscopy has been widely used for carbon material studies, such
as carbon nanotubes [1], synthetic diamonds [2], and graphene [3, 4]. Fig. 6.1 shows
the Raman spectrum of synthetic single crystal diamond and ultra-nano-crystalline
diamond. The peaks and bands in the spectrum are related to the different vibration
modes in the material. Table 6.1 lists the assignment of the peaks and bands [5].

Measured
(cm-1)

Explanation

1332

Zone center optical phonon
(3-)

)+LO(L

(2-)

)

Combinations
(cm-1)

Total
(cm-1)

1332±0.5

1332±0.5

1210±37,1242±37

2452±72

2462

TO (L

2178

(2)

L(W )+TO(W )

1168±53, 993±53

2161±106

2666

Second order of zone center optical phonon

1332±0.5

2665±1

(1)

Table 6.1. The Raman peak assignment of single crystal diamond shown in Fig. 6.1 (a)

Measured (cm-1)

Explanation

Combinations (cm-1)

Total
(cm-1)

1170

Nanocrystalline hexagonal diamond [6]

N/A

N/A

1332

Zone center optical phonon

1332±0.5

1332±0.5

1459

A weak feature observed in diamonds
implanted with ions of energy in the
MeV range [6]

N/A

N/A

1533

amorphous carbon [7]

N/A

N/A

1184±21, 1072±26

2256±47

2265

(1)

(4)

L(X )+TO(X ) [5]

Table 6.2. The Raman peak assignment of ultra nano crystalline diamond shown in Fig. 6.1
(b).

The Raman spectroscopy has been successfully applied in material
characterization of graphene [4]. The number of layers can be counted by using the
shape of second order 2D band at 2700 cm-2. The defects in graphene can be
characterized with the D peak at around 1350cm-1.
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6.2 Electron-Beam Irradiation Effects on Graphene
Electron-beam irradiation effects on nano-carbon material, such as single wall
and multi-wall carbon nanotube have been studied by using high energy TEM [8, 9].
The high energy electron-beam is able to knock-off carbon atoms from the nanotubes.
Considering tuning graphene properties rather than greatly damage its lattice structure,
we use moderate energy electron-beam (20 kV) to irradiate the SiO2 supported
graphene.
The electron-beam irradiation is conducted by using electron-beam lithography
(EBL) system, which allows for accurate control of the exposed area and irradiation
dose. Special precautions have been taken to avoid additional unintentional e-beam
irradiation. The alignment program in the utilized EBL system offers a way to scan
only the alignment marks without exposing other locations. We used the gold
alignment marks located more than 30 μm away from the graphene device to avoid
unintentional irradiation during the scanning steps. For our experiments we selected
the accelerating voltage of 20 kV and the working distance of 6 mm (the same as in
EBL process). The area dosage was calculated and controlled by the nanometer
pattern generation system (NPGS). NPGS allowed us to control the scanning distance
from point to point and set the dwelling time on each point. The beam current, used in
calculation of the irradiation dose, was measured using a Faraday cup. The beam
current for all the irradiation experiments in this work was 30.8 pA. The experiments
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were conducted in a following sequence. First, the back gated graphene devices were
irradiated with a certain dose of electrons. Second, the irradiated graphene devices
were examined using micro-Raman spectroscopy to detect any changes with the
Raman signatures of graphene. Third, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were
measured to examine the changes of electrical properties. After I-V data were
collected, the irradiation dose was increased and all steps repeated.
The electron-beam irradiation was performed inside the SEM vacuum chamber
with a low pressure (10-7 Torr), and the Raman spectroscopy and electrical
measurements were carried out at ambient conditions. We used a Reinshaw InVia
micro-Raman spectrometer system with the laser wavelength of 488 nm. The
electrical measurements were performed with an Agilent 4142B instrument. Fig. 6.2
(a) shows an optical image of a typical SLG graphene device. In Fig. 6.2(b) illustrates
the irradiation process showing the exposed and shielded regions of the device under
test. The devices and irradiation process were intentionally designed in such a way
that only graphene channel is exposed to the e-beam while the metal contacts are not
irradiated. The latter allowed us to avoid any possible changes in metal contact
resistance after the irradiation.
We started by measuring the electrical resistance between the source and drain as
a function of the applied gate bias. Fig. 6.3 (a) shows the evolution of the electrical
characteristics of SLG device after each irradiation step. The electron irradiation dose
for each step is indicated in the figure’s legend. As one can see, the ambipolar
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property of graphene is preserved after irradiation within the examined dosage range.
The observed up shift of the curves indicates increasing resistivity of graphene over a
wide range of carrier concentration. The increase is especially pronounced after the
4th step with a higher irradiation dose (1280 μC/cm2).

Fig. 6.2. (a) Optical image of a typical graphene device used in this work. The contrast is
enhanced. The dark blue region is graphene. The metal electrodes are source and drain
contacts, and heavily doped silicon wafer is used as a back gate. The scale bar is 2 μm. (b)
Schematic of the irradiation by the electrion beam. The green rectangular region is the
irradiation area, which covers graphene between the source and drain while excludes two
electrodes to avoid possible changes of the contact resistance due to irradiation. Reprinted
with permission from G. Liu, D. Teweldebrhan and A.A. Balandin, IEEE Trans. Nanotechnol.,
10, 865 (2011). Copyright (2011) IEEE.

The inset to Fig. 6.3 (b) shows the fitting result based on the mobility extraction
method described in Chapter 3. Note that the fitting dose not cover the interval close
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to the charge neutrality point because this region is characterized by a large
uncertainty in the data. The fitting was conducted separately for the negative and
positive gate bias regions. For simplicity, we consider the fitting results from the
p-type branch. The estimated contact resistance of 446 Ω, the initial mobility μ=5075
cm2/Vs, and the charge impurity concentration of 2.13×1011cm-2, which are very close
to the typical values for clean graphene samples [10]. During the experiments the
irradiated regions excluded the contacts. For this reason, the contact resistance should
not change during the measurements and we can estimate the resistance of the
irradiated graphene channels by subtracting the contact resistance from the total
resistance.
We noticed that the total resistance increased as the irradiation, hence we
introduce this irradiation induced resistance, RIrd=(L/W)ρIrd, which is the resistance
increment induced by e-beam irradiation. Fig. 6.3 (b) shows the evolution of the
mobility as a function of e-beam irradiation dosage for three SLG devices. We note
that the mobility decreases monotonically and drops from 4000-5000 cm2/Vs to 2000
cm2/Vs (50~60%) in the first 4 steps. The mobility reduction starts to stop after the 4th
step of irradiation. This evolution coincides with the abrupt change of the total
resistance of the device. Moreover, it also coincides with the induced D peak with
irradiation, which will be shown as we examine the Raman spectra.
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Fig. 6.3. (a) Evolution of the transfer characteristics of SLG with increasing irradiation dose.
The electrical resistance of SLG devices was measured after each irradiation step. The
irradiation dose is indicated in the legend. (b) Charge carrier mobility as a function of the
irradiation dose for three SLG devices, represents by red, green and black data points,
respectively. Note a nearly linear decrease of the mobility with the irradiation dose. The inset
shows the measured and fitted electrical resistance as a function of the back gate for one of
the devices. Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, D. Teweldebrhan and A.A. Balandin,
IEEE Trans. Nanotechnol., 10, 865 (2011). Copyright (2011) IEEE.
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We carefully examined the Raman spectra of the graphene devices after each
irradiation step. One can see from Fig. 6.4 (a) that the pristine graphene has typical
signatures of SLG: symmetric and sharp 2D band (~2700 cm-1) and large I(2D)/I(G)
ratio. The absent or undetectably small D peak at 1350 cm-1 indicates the defect-free
high-quality graphene. The disorder D peak appears after the first step of electron
beam irradiation. Initially the intensity of the D grows with increasing dosage after
each irradiation step. However, it is not a monatomic phenomenon. This trend starts to
reverse after the irradiation dose reaches a certain level. We used the intensity ratio
I(D)/I(G) to characterize the relative strength of the D peak [3, 11]. The ratio I(D)/I(G)
reveals a clear and reproducible non-monotonic dependence on the irradiation dose
(see Fig. 6.4 (b)). This behavior was observed in all devices in our experiments. It is
consistent with our earlier studies [11]. A similar trend was also reported on graphite
that the ratio I(D)/I(G) was increasing and then decreasing with the irradiation dose.
Such dependence was attributed to the crystal structure change from crystalline to
nanocrystalline and then to amorphous form [3]. The bond breaking in such cases is
likely chemically induced since the electron energy is not sufficient for the ballistic
knock out of the carbon atoms.
Other factors contributing to the growth of the disorder D peak can be the
contaminant molecules or water vapor, which dissolve under irradiation and may form
bonds with the carbon atoms of the graphene lattice.
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Fig. 6.4. (a) Evolution of Raman spectrum of SLG with increasing irradiation dose. The
spectrum of pristine graphene before irradiation does not reveal the disorder band. A
pronounced disorder D peak near ~1350 cm−1 appears after irradiation. Another D’ peak
(~1620 cm−1) and higher order harmonic D+D’ (~2950 cm−1) are also induced by irradiation.
(b) The ratio I(D)/I(G) initially increases with the irradiation dose but starts to decrease after
the 3rd irradiation step (black curve). The G peak position also reveals a non-monotonic
dependence with the irradiation dose following a similar trend as the I(D)/I(G) ratio.
Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, D. Teweldebrhan and A.A. Balandin, IEEE Trans.
Nanotechnol., 10, 865 (2011). Copyright (2011) IEEE.
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The change in the G peak position under the electron beam irradiation is shown
in Fig. 6.4 (b). The G peak position shifts to higher wave numbers with increasing
irradiation dose (with exception for the 2nd step). But after certain dose (step four) the
peak position starts to move to the lower wave numbers. A similar trend was also
observed in graphite [3]. It is reasonable to believe that e-beam irradiation leads to
disorder in graphene’s crystal lattice via formation of defects.

Fig. 6.5. Evolution of SLG resistivity with irradiation dose. The inset shows the effect of
e-beam irradiation on the charge density for three SLG devices, represents by red, green and
black data points, respectively. Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, D. Teweldebrhan and
A.A. Balandin, IEEE Trans. Nanotechnol., 10, 865 (2011). Copyright (2011) IEEE.

In addition to D peak we also observed the appearance of other peaks in Raman
spectrum of irradiated graphene. The peak at ~1620 cm−1, referred to as D’, was
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detected after the second step of irradiation. This peak was attributed to the
intra-valley double-resonance process in the presence of defects [12]. The
electron-beam irradiation also activates the peak denoted as D+D’ at around 2950
cm−1. This peak, unlike the 2D and 2D’ bands, is due to a combination of two phonons
with different momentum and requires defects for its activation. A slight broadening
of 2D band and decrease of the I(2D)/I(G) ratio were also observed. The decrease of
the I(2D)/I(G) ratio was previously attributed to increasing concentration of charged
defects or impurities [13]. Our electrical measurements are consistent with this
interpretation indicating a growing density of the charged impurities with increasing
irradiation dose (see inset to Fig. 6.5).
Fig. 6.5 shows evolution of the resistivity (sheet resistance) near the charge
neutrality point with the irradiation dose. One can see a clear trend of increasing ρmax
with the irradiation dose. Since the contacts were not irradiated during the experiment,
the overall increase of device resistance is due to the increasing resistivity of the
irradiated graphene. This can be understood by the induced defects that create an
increasing number of scattering centers in the graphene lattice. Note that the ρmax
increases by a factor of ~ 3 to 7 for SLG devices.

6.3 E-Beam Irradiation Effects on Bilayer Graphene
In order to compare SLG with BLG under e-beam irradiation we conducted the
same experiments with the back gated BLG devices. The only difference was a higher
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dose of irradiation for BLG than for SLG. The first step was 1600 μC/cm2 compared
to 320 μC/cm2 in the first step for SLG. We expected that a larger dose would be
required for BLG from the analogy with the multi-wall carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
which were found to be less susceptible to e-beam irradiation than the single-wall
CNTs [14].
We again used Raman spectroscopy to monitor the evolution of the material
properties revealed by I-V measurements. We observed substantially different
irradiation induced effects in BLG as compared to SLG devices. Fig. 6.6 (a) shows
evolution of the transfer characteristics for a typical BLG device with increasing
irradiation dose. The total electron irradiation dose shown for BLG is 27200μC/cm2
while that for SLG is only 4480 μC/cm2. In Fig. 6.6 (b) we present the effect of
irradiation on the charge carrier drift mobility in BLG devices. One can see that the
overall trend is similar to the SLG case but the mobility decrease rate is quite different.
Our data indicate that the BLG is much less susceptible to e-beam irradiation than
SLG. Indeed, if we look at the irradiation dose below 4480 μC/cm2 we see that the
mobility drop is smaller than 25% for BLG compared with ~50-60% drop for SLG.
At the irradiation dose above 12000 μC/cm2, the mobility decrease rate also reduces
for the two high mobility devices but for low-mobility devices the mobility decrease
rate is roughly constant within the examined range. This is a similar behavior to the
one reveled by SLG devices but requires much higher irradiation doses to be
observed.
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Fig. 6.6. (a) Evolution of the transfer characteristics of BLG with increasing irradiation dose.
The irradiation dose after each step is indicated in the legend. (b) Carrier mobility of BLG
devices as a function of the irradiation dose for three BLG devices, shown by pink, cyan and
blue data points, respectively. Note that the for two devices with higher mobility the
dependence has a turning point at the dose of about 12000 μC/cm2 but for the device with
lower mobility the decrease is approximately linear. The inset shows the electrical resistivity
as a function of the irradiation dose. Reprinted with permission from G. Liu, D.
Teweldebrhan and A.A. Balandin, IEEE Trans. Nanotechnol., 10, 865 (2011). Copyright
(2011) IEEE.
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The resistivity ρmax increases by a factor of ~1.6 over the entire range for BLG
devices as seen in the inset to Fig. 6.6 (b). Up to the dose of ~4480 μC/cm2, ρmax of
BLG changes only by ~14% compared to ~300-700% in the case of SLG. This
difference is reflected by the I(D)/I(G) ratio in the Raman spectra for SLG and BLG.

Fig. 6.7. Evolution of Raman spectrum of BLG with increasing irradiation dose. The
examined BLG samples do not reveal either a prominent disorder D peak, or D’. The I(D)/I(G)
intensity ratio is very small as compared with that in SLG. The data suggest that BLG
graphene is much less susceptible to the electron beam irradiation than SLG. Reprinted with
permission from G. Liu, D. Teweldebrhan and A.A. Balandin, IEEE Trans. Nanotechnol.., 10,
865 (2011). Copyright (2011) IEEE.

The inset to Fig. 6.7 shows the Raman spectrum of a typical BLG device after
several e-beam irradiation steps. Unlike in SLG the disorder induced Raman D peak
in BGL does not reveal a pronounced growth with irradiation dose even over a much
larger dose range. No detectable D’ or D+D’ peaks appear in the Raman spectrum of
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BLG. The absence of these peaks suggests e-beam irradiation over the examined dose
range create limited amount of defects in BLG. Fig. 6.7 shows a comparison of the
I(D)/I(G) ratio for two BLG with two SLG devices. The pristine BLG and SLG before
irradiation have very small and comparable value of I(D)/I(G). The I(D)/I(G) ratio
grows very fast in SLG devices with each irradiation step while it increases very
slowly in BLG even over a wider irradiation dose range. This difference of I(D)/I(G)
behavior in BLG and SLG is consistent with the different behavior of ρmax in BLG
and SLG devices. Similar conclusions were made about the D peak induced by
hydrogenation [12, 14]. The authors concluded that it is much harder to induce the
disorder D peak in BLG than in SLG [12, 14]. A pronounced D peak in the Raman
spectrum of BLG can be induced only using higher dose of e-beam irradiation [11].
Our results suggest that BLG devices can perform better than SLG devices in
applications which require radiation hardness. It has to be taken into account that
irradiation may not only decrease the carrier mobility and electrical conductivity but
also affect the excess noise level in such devices. The low level of 1/f noise is
essential for the proposed graphene applications in communication systems [15]. It
was recently shown that graphene devices reveal a rather low level of 1/f noise, but
can degrade as a result of aging and environmental exposure, as mentioned in the
Chapter 5. The e-beam irradiation may lead to further increase in the noise level in
graphene devices. For this reason, special protective cap layers may be required for
communication and radiation-hard applications.
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From the other side, the e-beam irradiation may lead to a new method of defect
engineering of graphene physical properties. The controlled exposure of graphene
layers to electron beams can be used to convert certain regions to the highly resistive
or electrically insulating areas needed for fabrication of graphene circuits. Irradiation
can also be used to reduce the intrinsically high thermal conductivity [16] to the very
low values required for the proposed thermoelectric applications of graphene [17]. It
is known from the theory of heat conduction in graphene that the lattice thermal
conductivity can be strongly reduced by the defects and disorder [18]. The small-dose
irradiation can become an effective tool for shifting the position of the minimum
conduction point or inducing the carrier “transport gap.”

6.3 Summary
We carried out detail investigation of the electrical and Raman spectroscopic
characteristics of graphene and bilayer graphene under the e-beam irradiation. It was
shown that the SLG is much more susceptible to e-beam irradiation than its bilayer.
The appearance of the disorder induced D peak in graphene Raman spectrum suggests
that e-beam irradiation induce defects in graphene lattice. The mobility and electrical
resistivity of graphene can be varied by the e-beam irradiation over a wide range of
values. The obtained results may lead to a new method of defect engineering of
graphene properties.
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Chapter 7
Summary

Graphene, with its extraordinary electrical and thermal properties, attracts
tremendous amount of attention among academia and industry ever since its
experimental demonstration in 2004. It received physics Nobel Prize in 2010 due to
the unique contributions to the understanding of physics in two-dimension world.
Moreover, the material itself can be used for practical applications in various aspects,
such as high speed electronics, thermal interface material, transparent electrodes,
display panel, and so on. The fast development and exploration of the applications of
graphene is in part due to its easy material production. Whether from exfoliation from
high quality bulk graphite or from simple CVD growth, the good quality of graphene
guaranties the electrical properties. Comparing with its sister material, carbon
nanotube whose growth method is much complicated yet not providing controllable
chirality, graphene can be obtained more uniformly with a better controlled method.
However, the history of carbon nanotube since 1990’s gives researchers many ideas
and inspirations to deal with graphene due to the similarity between them.
The absence of band gap seems to be the biggest obstacle that prevents graphene
from being used in digital applications. Although there are several methods of
creating band gap such as quantum confinement and using E-field in bilayer graphene,
both of them suffer practical problems. The quantum confinement requires graphene
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to be cut into nanoribbons with width below 30 nm. However, there is still no
crystallography cutting technique can be used to treat graphene. Commonly used
oxygen plasma method will leave defective edges that harm the electrical
performance of graphene devices. The E-field induced band gap in bilayer graphene is
below 100 meV, which is too small if comparing with that of Si, 1.12 eV. Without an
appreciable band gap, the graphene device can not be turn off, thus limits its
application in digital scenario.
However, for the analog applications, the devices do not necessarily have to be
turn off, large transconductance gm is the key. This is exactly what graphene can offer.
Also, the ambipolar transport properties of graphene open up possibilities of simplify
the circuitry. We demonstrated the circuit built by a single graphene transistor and a
resistor can achieve the functionalities of phase shift keying and frequency shift
keying and phase detectors. These modulation and de-modulation functions are
widely used in modern communication systems. An important question for analog
applications is the low-frequency noise which will inevitably be up-converted to high
frequency noise due to the nonlinearity of the circuits and systems. We measured the
low-frequency noise in graphene transistors, and found a pretty decent value of noise
level with Hooge parameter on the order of 10-4 to 10-3. With graded-thickness
graphene structure, we are able to reduce the noise contribution from the contact of
graphene/metal in single layer graphene device.
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Tuning graphene electrical properties such as moving the charge neutrality point
is as important as doping effect in silicon technology. With moderate energy
electron-beam irradiation, we can shift the charge neutrality point without break the
electrical properties of graphene.
Graphene is a promising material for analog electronics, owing to its high carrier
mobility and ambipolarity. Considering it has only been studied for less than 10 years,
graphene is still in its beginning stage of development. Technical issues such as
metal/graphene contact resistance and good saturation are need to be solved in the
future research.
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